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•· ABSTRACT 
This thesis analyzes two commercially available and machine-readable 
numeric and two nonnumeric databases for plastics and metals. The numeric 
database for metals, Metal Selector, and the numeric database for plastics, 
Plaspec, form the citation database of the expert system for packaging, which is 
a project of Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC) .. 
Prof. M.R. Notis et al. 's recent study of using the CAD /C~M process to 
create 3D and 2D eutectic phase diagrams provides a good example for the 
manipulation of metals data. This example shows that the CAD /CAM process 
can also be used to create 3D or 2D package designs. Metals and plastics data 
are used as alternative data for materials used in the package. 
A relational data model, based on the C.J. Date's "An Introduction to 
Database Systems", is formed to retrieve and update the data provided by 
Metal Selector and Plaspec. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
J 
T:he first .-step of the Semi-Conductor Research Corporatlo.n (S·RC:) proje·c·t 
·tequites t:he formation. of a database ·for ns-e in· the e~.pert. system for packaging: . 
This database mq~t inclu·de data·ba.ses Jor m:et3l$, plastics, ceramics.:, :·and 
,·polymers. bec..q;.:µ~e t'h.es:e·. m:aterials :h.ave: bee:n 'Widely used in chip desig·n~,. di:ff¢.,r~nt 
l U'. 
types of package appl.ic-~t{ons, an,d: so: oti.; 
•• • • • A literature :stutly· shows. that c:ommercially availa_ble and • ·n11Jneri~ 
databases for me.tals. an:d: ;plastic$. e.xists. Databases. for· cetami~s .and po}'ymets~ 
.how·ever, ·are .n·ot:. ·ntirhetical,. instead, they are biblio~raphical. The datab.ase for 
·metals .Ptoclu'ced by' t:h·e American Society :fpr .. Metals· (A.SM);. is .c·alled. ·Metal 
Selector-. ·The· database for plastics is called Plaspec and· i~ :p.rodu·ced by Plaspec, 
.. 
. a Dtvis1on of Plastics ·· TeChnology M'agazine. ·. The·· .nurneric~l d~ta .Pr.ov.ided. ·by 
both :da:tab.a$es: will :be .used in, this e'Xpett, sys.tern. In this the~is, ·also two 
'bfbli~gt.aphit datab·a~~~· for plastics :and: :metals are .described brieOy·., 
A ·searc·h· .for an ::ex·(imple 'Of ·data martipulation fot tnetals, r~veale.d th·e 
·application, ·by Prof.: M .. ll,-.. N~tis et al.,.. df 3:0.· phase: d'iagrams .osirtg the 
CAD /CAM facilities of •Lehigh. UJiiv-~rsit.Y-· ·The :CAD fea.t.ute.s·, :and t.heir 
a.pplication. to 'phase· diagrams: :c;tnd res-ults· ~re: disc11ssed in detail. 
After forming. t-be ,d&tablis¢: of this .e~per.t: system, :a relational' rnod.el i~ 
requir~d to get· lhit dat.a from lhe ·da.ta·ba.se and. to be: .able. to use tl1e data. 
w:hen needed. As .a. t:esuJt of th'Is, :a r¢lation.:al data model based on C.J. Date's 
book, "An lntrodtfct·ion to D.ata.l)ase :,$·y,st.em.:s,:'' :ls: 1.constr.u·c:ted. The data model is 
.. 
covered theoretic·ally· :in t:hi$ t.h~s.is· • 
·2 
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Chapter 2 
DATA -SOURCES· 
:·T:oday,: i approximately 100.000 engineering materials such·: ·as metals:;· alloys;: 
... 
,.J., 
I 
. . .• 
plastics, cetamics, and fabrics are available [ 4]. Th~ variety~ ·~.nd a,b.u,-n<lance· :of 
th·ese materials rnake it dlffic_ult. for engineers or design:er_s to: ch·oose the. best 
• 
JI19 teri<:il ._f 9r a ·pro·duct:, alo·h:g, all -theS'e .available m~terials~ 
: ' . 
. s:in.G~ the W·<>rld. fs. :becoming 'iti.c.reasi'rtgly de-pendant. on comp·uters., they· 
. . .. 
would se.rve- ·fl.s ·a.11 aid: :in: the. selectio.h of ntatetials. Materials sup·pliers,: 
universities,. and· tech·nJcal-, organizatio.ns: w.h·o share this idea :hav·e: statt:ed to: 
.,.. 
computerize database·s to facilitate· the select.ion: of tnaterials. 
Even .tho11gh this fdea js J,t:il.1 i_'n tJ1~· beginning·: stage.,: .the to-r1cept :of 
selecting a. ·material by :using computers will be widely .ac~epted in few years. 
2.1 The Theory of CAD/CAM/CAMS process 
The concept of computer-aided materials selection,, -w·hi_c.h is .pri~tly cal.led. 
properties ~n:d s_~lects the. :·appropriate martufac·tuting· process for: ._<1. ·co~p<>.nent:·. 
' 'Thet1:, t-h.~ com.puter P.rovides a listing of nine ot te·n possJble .. plastics/metals·: 
:that' 111.eet th·~ .. required·. m_aterials property~. To.day this. type; ·of relr1e.v:aJ systern. 
exists·: ·w:hith ·are. called as databases. 
.. . .. . . .. - . . - . . 
. .... 
T.he ide.al CAMS system however 'sh·ould· ii1t.erface :directly with the 
·C.A.D/.CAM process. CAD is ·pti~(ly compute.r-aided. _design, and CAM is 
torr1putet-aided_ manufacturi,Jg. 
t 
The fundament·al 1q~~ in ·Computer-Aided Materials Selection (CAMS) is a 
.kind .. of .software which in:t~_~faces with CAD /CAM systems; first designs then 
'3 .. 
-' .../~ 
• 
• 
process planning and selects the material. This kind of system requires a 
probabilistic description of the mechanical requirement of a specific part of a 
product (including reliability), a statistical description of the quality level which 
the system is expected to have after the manufacturing process, and a statistical 
description of the material's properties. Today, the design and manufacturing 
part of such kind of system has .already been accomplished. Even though 
studies on materials selection for metals or plastics exist, they have not achieved 
a level of sophistication . 
By using the CAD/ CAM process, the basic parts of a product, in this case 
a chip or a package, will be designed. In order to create the design of a 
product, shape, size, mechanical conditions and external loading are used. It is a 
structural analysis model of the product which based on an initial or nominal, 
material selection to find out the critical points. Then, the computer calculates 
a statistical description of the design requirements based on the reliability of the 
part at the cri_tical region. Next, the computer asks for the user's decision on 
the degree of reliability required in this part of the product. The material 
selection step is needed at this point in ",.the process. The computer selects all 
the possible materials whose properties match the statistical description that has 
' 
been calculated. Other values such as cost, availability, and the manufacturers 
name can be included in this database. 
At this level, the expert system should be able to make suggestions for 
changes in the design of the product which would allow for the selection of 
additional materials. It uses the same process but provides a greater variety of 
possible materials for selection. Then, the computer asks the user to decide 
whether or not a change is necessary. • 
4 
.... 
. After an original material has been selected, casting variables and 
specifications for subsequent treatments are established in order to provide 
adequate properties for the design and to hold part to part variations within 
the specified quality levels. 
2.2 The Pr~cticnl CAD./CAM/CAMS process 
Even though the underlying concept of CAMS is simple, most producers 
and universities have found it difficult to put this concept into practice. The 
first important difficulty is, that it is not always possible to translate all the 
basic data generated in standard laboratory tests in to the real-life product 
requirements in the terms of the precision and sophistication of a working 
CAD/CAM/CAMS system. Therefore, today, most commercially-available 
databases are based on either metals or plastics. 
2.3 Extern8l Sources 
The expert system requires a machine-readable and numerical database for 
metals, plastics, and ceramics. The Metal Selector is chosen for metals, and 
Plaspec is chosen for plastics; however a database for either ceramics or for 
polymers in the format described has not been created yet. 
' 2.3.1 Numerical Information (Source) 
Source databases are those that contain original source data, the full text 
of original source information, or materials prepared specifically for elect~ 
distribution. Numeric databases are databases of records that contain a number 
of data elements or fields, some of which contain numeric data. These include 
those databases with dictionary· or handbook-type data typically of chemical and 
physical properties. 
5 
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Database for Metals (Metal Selector) 
./ 
One of the commercially available databases for metals is METAL 
SELECTOR by American Society for Metals(ASM) [5]. It runs on IBM PC, 
XT, AT, and IBM compatibles. Display can be monochrome or color, but 
graphics adopter and monitor are required to run the graphics program . ., 
M,inimum memory required is 256K. Operating systems should be DOS 2.0, 2.1 
and 3.0. To run this software disk, two disk drives are necessary. The disks 
should be double-sided and double-density. 
Metal Selector provides ratings for the following vital characteristics: 
• Processing costs 
• Availability 
• Machinability 
• Formability 
• Weldability 
• Hardenability 
• Comments (limited only by disk space) 
The ratings are derived from Metals Handbook, which contains technical data. 
It is possible to sort out these ratings in order to obtain a quick overview of a 
specific materials characteristics in relation to the other materials meeting the 
initial selection criteria used for this study. 
In addition to selecting materials, the user can rank all the selected 
J 
materials according to assigned values of the vital characteristics listed (tensile 
"'v 
strength, yield; elongation, availability and processing cos~ and so on). 
Or we c.a~ get the details by listing the UNS number, common uame; 
6 
·"I' 
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.... 
Japanese; German; French and British designations, primary properties, and 
' . 
reference(chapter and page number of the Metals Handbook) where the alloy is 
r 
placed in context with similar alloys and more comprehensive engineering data. 
are provided, forms in which the alloy is available, and editorial comment .. The 
data displayed can be updated with the users own experience with specific 
alloys, for future reference. 
And the user can expand the database to incorporate alloys he/she can use 
on ~ regular basis. 
The qualified materials can also be 
• plotted - the user can create a graph of the alloys to visually analyze 
relationships between properties,the user selects the properties for 
display and adjusts to achieve the best visual presentation of the 
data. 
• printed - the user can print out any of the detail screens or graphs 
to keep or pass along for further analysis and review. 
• word processed - the user· can add his/her own comments to the data 
selected for a professional report to management. 
Using Metal Selector 
The user can begin any selection with the materials themselves. For 
example, if the application specifically requires the use of nickel, the user should 
just indicate that· on the screen by moving the cursor to NICKEL and hitting 
the carri!ge return. The system then select all nickel alloys and tell you how 
many there are. 
To narrow the field, the user then select these properties tha.t are most 
important in the users usage. 
---..--
Or, if a particular property is the overriding concern for the users specific 
application, then he can bypass the first screen base has selection on that 
7 
(, 
• 
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\ 
property,, ·for e-xa-mpte. stress. ·CQr.~osion resistance.~. 
·with. :this as- his. first selection,. all materials providing high fiti-eS:s, . 
• 
aluminum, or .other· :Xi1afetials. Then :he c&.P select the form he requires to get :_a_ 
-read-.at of 0J1ly those= ·materials· t-hat. me.et his last basic .applic:ation and. 
~-
T:his: s~lec_ti()I) ~-ap.ability _provides_ y:<iu· with J;nQltipl~, -va-rifiahle :pat:hs. 'to 
reach ·t-he final list of· _q:u:!].lifying mat.e.ri-als,. 
relationship betw'een. .t.ensile ·strength ·and proces.Sitig· C-0$.t.~ lie ·can: ·adJust- th·e 
~xp_o..n·ent_ial ·~cales,: ad-d'. _g,r:id ·ii:nes: .. an.'d·= -so on:··· 
.. : 
Th}$ full :r~~t:llred. :~ra_phics progtant p.rovid_es. .the· ·user· :to.· ob.tain; :_a_<:CJJt~te 
t.epres.en-t&tion~ of property r.elat:iptiships_ for O :the· alloys·: under ·consideration~ lt :ts-
,:also :possible :to· :lab~l the- plot· p.oi11ts_, and print .Qu.t t_-he alloys :for :co_mplete' 
,\ 
~. 
. . . . 
review., 
:ev:eryt:hin~::: front atmosp·he;re/pasqa-l to· ,cu·bic: ya:rds_/c-ubic .m.et~r~. ·T.h·.e ·user Just 
~on v..e~sions _;_are .displayed. _fo:t ·r~f~ret1ce. 
~nd the: tommuhica.tions· p.rogram lets the uset· accef;$ .vir_t'1ally ~ny: Qnline 
·t.QJ1JrnerciaT d-at:abase, ::including MET AD EX. 
I't- :·is =also possible to contact our main frame .or· ·ace.es.a ele·ctr,Qn·i'c. m.~il.. 'l'_:t,.~ 
;, 
progr:am ·-feat1:1res::: Buffere:d inpu-t, a.utom.:~tic dialing·.,. t>_n~line :s~:r.ollin:g ·of p~t 
."".:. 
• \ 
0 . \ 
\ 
.. 
, 
,. 
DataBase for plastics (PLASPEC) 
, 
Plaspec is a commercially available, computer-readable, numeric database 
for plastics produced by PLASPEC, a division of Plastics Technology Magazine 
[ 3]. 
This database contains data on the 
• engineering properties, 
• design properties, and 
• processing characteristics 
of about 4200 plastic material. For each material, Plaspec provides about 30 
• physical, 
• mechanical, 
·• 
. ' 
• electrical, and 
• optical specifications. 
It also contains specifications for more than 2500 models of plastics processing 
machinery, including injection molding, blowmolding, thermoforming, transfer, 
and compression machines. Data are obtained from Plastics Technology 
Magazine. 
Plaspec is available in North America and updated weekly . 
• 
2.8.2 Non-Numerical Information (Bibliographic) 
Reference databases refer or "point" users to another source ( e.g. a 
document, an organization, or an individual) for additional information or for 
the complete text. They contain citations, sometimes with abstracts, of the 
printed literature, e.g. journal articles, reports, patents, dissertations, conference 
proceedings, books or newspaper items. 
9 
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I 
Metadex 
Metadex is a reference (bibliographic) database developed by American 
Society for Metals (ASM) [3]. It contains citations (with abstracts from 1979) to 
the worldwide technical literature on the science and practice of Metallurgy. It 
corresponds to review of Metal Literature (1966-67), Metals Abstracts (1968-
present), Alloy Index (June 1985). Codes for specific alloys from the Alloys 
Index have been assigned to records since 1974 and allow access to the citations 
by alloy nomenclature, metallurgical systems, and by the intermetallic 
compounds found in these systems. 
It is updated about 3500 records a month. 
Plastat 
Plastat is a reference database for plastics, developed by Spring born 
Labarotories and the Rubber and Plastic8 Research Association (RAPRA) [3]. 
It gives manufacturing, marketing information about plastics. The database has 
5,500 tables with information for materials applications, trends in usage, 
forecasts, names of producers, prices :and supply. The user starts using Plastat 
first by choosing the generic plastic, the geographical location in question, the 
industry involved and the the specific application. 
Plastat is updated with about 200 new entries every month. 
\ 
\ 
10 
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Chapter 3 
MANIPULATION OF DATA 
3.1 Data Manipulation For Metals 
M.R. Notis et al. of Materials Science Department of Lehigh University 
ha've used the CAD (Computer Aided Design) process in modelling 30 and 2D 
eutectic phase diagrams [ 2]. Their research is based on the fact that ternary 
solder alloys are widely used in chip bonding, printed circuit board connections, 
and ceramic package sealing applications. Little information exists, however, on 
the use of ternary solder alloys in the phase equilibria process. 
The addition of a third component to binary alloy solders modifies the 
flow properties and solidification temperature of the solders to accommodate 
fabrication processing, and it controls and improves the mechanical properties in 
order to prevent their degradation with time. For example a system formed by 
the addition of a few percent silver addition to the lead-tin binary eutectic 
-
functions in this way. This ternary solder system is usually used in making 
printed circuit connections. The work of Notis et al. shows that methods for 
the estimation or thermodynamic calculation of phase equlibria can · be described 
and compared by using the CAD process for the predicted phase equilibria, and 
by using the experif!1ental results for the ternary syst.em already mentioned -
(Pb + Sn) + Ag. j 
The addition of silver to Pb-Sn (lead-tin) solders is expected to limit the 
scavenging of Ag (silver) from Ag contacts or plating by a common element 
effect, to i"mprove mechanical strength about 40%, and to modify the formation 
(published data are not available) of Cu-Sn (copper-tin) intermetallic laye;rs. 
11 
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• 
Even though information about the phase equilibria for this specific ternary 
solder system ~s not available, the other lead-tin based ternary· systems are used 
often. 
3.1.1 Data types 
Two types of data can be used to calculate phase equilibria: 
• thermodynamic data 
-1 
• experimental data 
. 
Thermodynamic data ( e.g. free energy functions, solution parameters, etc.) are 
required to calculate phase equilibria from thermodynamic models, even though 
the data often are inaccessible. Consequently, it is more common to use the 
experimental results of the following phase equilibria processes: 
.... 
• optical microscopy 
• x-ray analysis 
• thermal analysis such as differential scanning calorimetry 
• electron microprobe 
The electron microprobe analysis method has been used to derive the individual 
compositions directly. By usi~ the 30 geometric solution of the Computer 
Aided Design process, Notis et al. have been able to determine the critical 
reaction points in ternary systems. 
" 
·, 
. 
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S.1.2 CAD facilities 
Notis et al. have found that the Computer-Aided Design process is best 
i 
' 
suited to display phase diagrams. They have used the Lehigh University's CAD 
facilities which have the following computer graphics systems: 
• a Digital Equipment Corporation VAX 11/780 
• an Evans & Sutherland PS300 Dynamic Display System(E/S) 
• an Applicon DECSYSTEM 11/34 
• two IBM 4341 Model Group 2(vm) with IBM 3250 terminals 
Turnkey software systems has 
~ 
• McAuto Unigraphics II-{McDonnell Douglas Automation Company) 
• SDRC (Structural Dynamics ~esearch Corporation) 
• Applicon's Solids Modelling Package 
• 
The Applicon software runs on its own hardware (PDll/34), and the VAX 
11/780 has been used to support the McAuto and SDRC software. The 
software on the VAX 11 /7.80 "is operational in an interactive mode using 
VAX-11 Fortran. Software packages use a finite element- generator and MOVIE 
BYU graphics. The "'! AX 11/780 processor supports some of the CAD work-
stations which have either a Tectonic 4014 Terminal or a McAuto D100 Color 
Terminal; each work-station also has a CAD function and digitizing data-input 
tablet. 
Data are entered through the Tectonics 4014 Terminal (change plate 
sto'tage screen) using Unigraphics . Software; this system has an extremely_ high 
resolution display but is limited to a monochrome screen .. Notis et al. solved 
· this problem by transfering data to the D100 Terminal and then coloring the 
13 
•, 
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' 
figure. (Data also can be entered directly to a work-station which has a D100 
Terminal.) Until recently, Unigraphics-based systems have had a limited speed of 
dynamic display. Now, Unigraphics has has a complete dynamic display and 
... 
rotation. In addtion Unigraphics includes a program mode (GRIP) with a 
Fortran-like language which is accessible from the display mode. This feature 
allows direct calculations from the displayed images. 
Data can be entered to CAD systems in the following ways: 
• by entering individual numerical data values into the system from 
the terminal keyboard 
• by using functional relations for multiphase surfaces from a program 
written for a specific system 
• by digitizing devices which allow data input from the hard copy of a 
phase diagram. 
For example, a diagram published in the Bulletin of Alloy Phase Diagrams can 
-be laid upon the digitizer pad and traced over in only a few minutes. Splines 
are fitted by using the points defined by the Unigraphics software; surfaces can 
also be figured. As a result, i~ is possible to obtain the diagram for display 
immediately, either as a whole or as an enlarged partial section. Two points can 
be defined on the terminal face by cross-hairs whose positions are controlled by 
a joy-stick device on the terminal keyboard. They represent the diagonal of a 
rectangular region to which the system works quickly upon command. There is 
no iJl~fge resolution loss upon magnification because all the display pixels are 
( I / 
used for the image portion displayed. The CAD syste{Il permits the entering of 
( 
' 
specifi~ compositions and temperatures ( or any critical value) from the keyboard; 
also experimental data can be entered and compared with the saved diagram. 
Phase diagrams provide· the best way to understand the process of 
14 ' 
. . 
" 
crystallization (solidification) and the niiture of phase transfo~mations (i.e . 
• 
reaction types). They also allow one to determine more easily the number of 
phases present at a given alloy composition and temperature and to find the 
maximum solubility of the components in a given phase at any temperature. 
The equilibrium compositions of coexisting phases in multiphase diagram is 
mucti more easily computed after a phase diagram is modelled. Phase diagrams 
help one to see the difference between weight or atom (mole) fraction of phases 
• 
present. 
3.1.3 CAD features 
The following is a list of the present capabilities of the CAD system at 
Lehigh University which is used for modeling phase diagrams: 
1. It is . possible to enter multimode ·data by directly accessing to 
interactive computation (Fortran) and to have it displayed 
simultaneously; temperature in any scale and weight or atomic 
percentage of composition can be entered as data. 
2. Spline generation is done by using the least squares analysis feature 
of the CAD process. 
3. Ruled surfaces, which have defined from the published data, can be 
generated through spline sets. 
4. High resolution display helps to set the "wireframe" of a solid model 
in three dimensions. 
5. Heightened intensity or variable line width capability helps to draw 
individual lines. 
6. There. are so many choices for line styling such as solid, dash, dot, 
alternating pattern, etc. 
7. Hidden lines may be removed. 
8. Coloring can be done for each individual line. 
9. Graphic display of the wireframe model can be done in color. 
15 
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10. Graphic display of the solid model is possible in color, also color 
shading can be used on the model to give the 3D image . 
• 
11. It is possible to see the dynamic display of any surfaces of the model 
and to rotate it as well. 
12. It is also possible to have a localized view of any isothermal section 
or composition. 
13. The user can see the different portions of the model by using the 
multiview capability of the CAD system which allows the user to 
have four different views simultaneously. 
14. The user can select the specific phase diagram area and expand the 
• 
view. 
15. It is possible to see the JUtput on the terminal, to get a 
multicolored output from the pointer or from the plotter, or to 
transfer the output to a videotap·e. 
16. The user can get a three-dimensional view, which can be obtained by 
superimposing red and green perspective images rotated with respect 
to each other. It is directly obtained by viewing the terminal screen 
with red(left) and green( right) cellaphone glasses. 
The splines represent the binary liquidus curves by originating from the 
three corners of a ternary. phase diagram, as well as from any available ternary 
data. 
The splines can be used to generate ruled surfaces. These ruled surfaces 
are the first crystallization (solidification) regions inside ternary phase diagrams. 
Two curved surfaces intersect at a curved line, which is actually an 
equilibrium of the liquid and two solid phases. Three curved surfaces intersect 
at a point. If the ternary system is a simple eutectic system, then from the 
intersection point we can get the composition and the temperature of this 
. 
ternary eutectic. 
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3.1.4 3D Phase Diagrams 
To get the phase diagrams for Pb-Sn-Ag system, Notis et al. have used 
the published data for the Pb-Sn, Pb-Ag and Sn-Ag binary systems . They 
combined this information with the CAD system which is used to simulate the 
ternary liquidus surface. For this simulation, they ignored the peritectic reactions 
in the Ag-Sn system ( at 724 ° C - 21 w / o1 Sn, and 480 ° C-52 w / o Sn) and 
they drew the Ag-Sn binary liq11idus curve as a smooth curve. Since it is far 
from the ternary eutectic, little or no error is introduced by this procedure. 
Figure 3-1 shows an expanded image of the region determined for the ternary 
eutectic. Figure 3-la is a top view with· the Pb-Sn binary showo) as the lowest 
line in th~ figure; The ternary eutectic occurs at approximately 26.1 a/o2 Pb -
73.5 a/o Sn - 0.4 a/o Ag. Figure 3-lb is a view normal to the Pb-Sn binary 
eutectic and shows the temperature of the ternary eutectic which • IS 
approximately at 181.7 ° C. Figure 3-lb is a suppression of about 1.3 ° C below 
the binary eutectic Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) of a commercial 2 
w / o Ag-Pb-Sn solder. Figure 3-2 shows · this solder. This solder gives the 
--=· 
suppression between 2.5 to 3.5 ° C below the Pb-Sn binary eutectic. There is 
other published experimental data for the Pb-Sn-A~ernary system. It points 
out the presence of a second ternary eutectic reaction at 311 ° C but this is in 
the high Pb corner of the diagram (97.5 w/o Pb - 1 w/o Sn - 1.5 w/o Ag), 
well away from the binary eutectic. 
• 
By going over the recent work on the thermodynamic properties and phase 
1weight percent 
2atomic percent · 
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a 
b 
• 
/ 
26.12 At% Pb-73,47 Atr..Sn-0.41 At% Ag 
~~6. !O At% Pb-73.90 At% Sn 
Figure 3-1:. · Sections of Pn-Sn-Ag ternary system, 
{a} viewed along temperature axis, 
{b} viewed n:-.,rmal to Pb-Sn binary plane. 
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diagram of the lead-tin (Pb-Sn) system, gives us an opportunity to find out the 
difference(lowering) of the eutectic temperature when a small amount of silver 
( Ag) is added to this system. This study is done. by using an analytical 
approach to compute the temperature suppression from the binary Pb-Sn 
eutectic caused by a small silver addition. This analytical approach is also used 
to reduce the Pb-Sn eutectic temperature by 3.3 ° C only adding one weight 
percent Ag. 
By using CAD process, one, ternary eutectic point is found at 181.73 ° C 
.~ 
at 0.41 % Ag. When this result is converted to a temperature suppression for a 
one weight percent Ag addition, a suppression of 3.8 ° C is found. Therefore 
excellent agreement exists .between all the three methods for the estimation of 
temperature suppression per weight percent Ag addition. But neither the 
thermodynamic calculation nor the experimental DSC method is able to produce . 
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an estimation of the actual values for the composition -of the ternary eutectic. 
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Chapter 4 
DATA·MODEL 
,. 
A relational data model has chosen from C.J. Date's "Introduction to 
Database Systems". 
A relational model has three major parts: 
1. A structural part 
a. Domains (atomic values) 
b. n-ary relations ( attributes, tuples) 
2. An integrity part 
a. entity integrity 
b. referential integrity 
3. A manipulative part 
a. relational algebra ( or relational calculus) 
,, 
b. relational assignment 
4.1 Relational Data Structure ,. 
Each source database we found for metals and plastics, is formed by 
tables. Therefore in all the definitions or explanations we'll use the term of 
table. A relatiori actually refers to a table, a tuple refers to a column of such a 
table, and attribute refers to a column of that. table. The primary key means 
the unique identifier of the table. And a domain is a set of values from which 
011e or more attribute can get their real values. 
The fallowing table chosen from Metal Selector, shows these terms: 
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DSG YIELD TENSILE FORM 
---1 
----- ----- -----
__ ._.. _____ 
I 
ALLOY 1/////1 1/////1 1/////1 IX,B, etc. I !Domains 
----- ----- ----- -------- I 
I I I I ---1 
V V V V 
IPrimary-->{DSG} I YIELD I TENSILE I FORM <--- Attributes 
Ikey ------------------------·-------
I Gl0300I go I 116 X -----> 
Relation GlOlSOI 40 
.I 66 B -----> 
G1oaoo1 60 I 87 D -----> Tuples 
G10080I 33 I 46 A -----> 
G10200I 43 I 67 B -----> 
G10400I 61 I 76 D -----> 
-------
Here, DSG stands for the UNS number or other designator for the alloy, 
TENSILE for tensile strength or in other words the breaking stress for the alloy 
in KSI {kips, or 1000 pounds, per square inch). YIELD stands for the 
permanent deformation for the alloy, and FORM for the formability of the 
alloy, measured on a scale of A to F, where A is the highest and F is the 
least. X stands for an unknown value. 
Let's give two more tables from METAL SELECTOR for future examples: 
Second table is called PROPERTY, and the third one is FORMING, because 
sifting can be done in Metal Selctor by also Property and Form of the alloys; 
PROPERTY 
· FORMING 
DSG I HARDNESS I ELONG 
G10080I 62.0 RB 40.0 
G10180I 96.0 RB 37.0 
G10300I 401.0 BB 19.0 
G10300I 126.0 BB 31.0 
DSG I MACH I WELD 
G10080 I C I A 
G10180 I B I A 
G1oaoo I B I C 
G10300 I B I D 
In the PROPERTY table, HARDNESS stands for the hardness of the alloy in 
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the _foil owing scales: 
RA Rockwell .A 
RB Rockwell B 
RC Rockwell C 
HV Hardness Vickers 
·HB Hardness Brinell 
ELONG refers to the percentage of scretch at a given point. 
In the FORMING table, MACH stands for the machinability of the alloy 
measured on a scale of A to F, and WELD refers to the weldability of the 
alloy, also measured on a scale of A to F where A is the highest and F is the 
.• 
lowest. 
The following is the list of properties of relations: 
• There shouldn't be any du_plicate tuples. 
• The order of tuples is not important, they could be unordered from 
top to bottom. 
• The order of attributes is not important, they ~ould be unordered 
from left to right. 
• All attribute \l'alues are atomic (single-valued). 
Now it is time to define the meaning of a relational database. 
A relational database is a database that is perceived by its users as a 
collection of tables [ 1, p. l 00]. 
A database system has three parts: 
1. Internal level -- this level is close to the physical storage. 
2. External level -- · this level is close to the users. 
3. Conceptual level -- level of indirection between the other two 
External le,vel can· be called as user's level.Each user has a language at 
his /her disposal: 
• For the application programmer, the language will be either one of 
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the coventional programming languages such as COBOL, PL/I. 
• For the end-user, it will be either a query language or a special 
language. 
Any given data sublanguages has also two sublanguages: a Data Definition 
Language (DDL), which provides the dennition and description of database 
object, and a Data Manipulation Language (DML) which manipulates or 
processes these database objects. 
We have chosen a DDL and DML [1, p.209]. It is called QUEL. Quel can 
be used as an interactive query language and also as a database programming 
language. 
4.2 Data Definition 
The QUEL "Data Definition Language" (DDL) statements are listed below: 
CREATE - which creates a base table 
INDEX - which creates an index 
DEFINE VIEW - which creates a view 
DESTROY - which destroys a base table, index or view 
MODIFY - which modifies the structure of a base 
table or index in terms of storage. 
Before starting to expl~in these statements, let's look at the definition of a base 
table and a view. 
' 
A base table is a "real" table which physically exists independently and it 
can be named by using an appropriate CREA TE statement. 
A view is a "virtual" which doesn't directly exist i.e. it doesn't exist 
independently, however it is seen to the user as if it does, but it can be derived 
from one or more underlying base tables. 
Now, we'll continue explaining the DDL statements: 
CREATE TABLE 
The general format of Create Table is the following: 
(I 
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CREATE TABLE base-table-name 
( column definition .. [, column definition] ... ) 
and the form of column definition is: 
column-name= data-type 
QUEL allows the user to use the following data types: • 
. ~-
DATA TYPES 
11, 12, 14 --- binary integers of 1, 2, 4 bytes respectively. 
F4, F8 --- floating point numbers of 4, 8 bytes respectively. 
.. 
MONEY --- for describing dollars and cents. It is assumed that decimal 
point is placed two digits from right. 
TEXT(n) --- n shows the maximum length of text string in bytes. By 
using this command, user can define the length of the text. 
DATE --- this one is used to define the date and time. It could be in 
year, month, day, hour, minute, second. 
Cn --- character string can be defined by giving the nrmber of bytes. 
These data types can be used in the following way to create the base table 
called ALLOY: 
' CREATE ALLOY (DSG~ TEXT{8), 
INDEX 
TENSILE= I2, 
YIELD= I2, 
FORM= TEXT{l)) 
The index statement can be used to add some more indexes to a base 
table. 
The· form of this statement is the following: 
INDEX ON base-table-name IS index-name 
(column-name [, column-name] ... ) 
For example if we want to add another index, say PROCcost("!to the table 
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ALLOY which we has already been created, the following statement will be 
used: 
.,. 
INDEX ON ALLOY IS PROCCOST FORM 
After the execution of this statement, the ALLOY table will look like this: 
-----------------------------------------
ALLOY DSG I YIELD I TENSILE I FORM I PROCCOST 
-----------------------------------------
DESTROY 
~ 
The DESTROY statement is used to destroy (remove) a base table, index 
or view. If we destroy a base table, all the indexes defined on that table will be 
automatically destroyed. 
The form of this statement is the following: 
DESTROY name [,name] ... 
Here, "name" refers to the name of a base table or index or a view. 
For example if you want to destroy the table ALLOY use: · · 
DESTROY ALLOY 
After this statement, no table with name ALLOY exists. 
If you want to remove last added index PROCCOST use the following: 
DESTROY-PROCCOST 
After this statement, the PROCCOST index is removed from the table ALLOY. 
MODIFY 
The MODIFY statement is used to modify the structure of a base table or 
index in terms of storage. Actually it reorganizes the base table or index in 
storage. 
The form of this statement is the following: 
MODIFY name TO structure [UNIQUE] 
[ ON column name [, column-name] ... ] 
26 
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Here the "name" refers to a base table or an index, and the "structure" should 
.~ 
be chosen from the following list: 
BTREE 
HASH 
CBTREE 
CHASH 
ISAM CISAM 
HEAP 
HEAPSORT 
CHEAP 
CHEAPSORT 
Those which start with "C" means that "'the data is to be kept on the disk. 
ISAM is "Indexed Sequential Access Method". It looks like BTREE but has less 
dynamic structure, but usually BTREE is preferred. HEAPSORT sorts the 
records in a specific order at the time of the MODIFY statement. 
Here are some examples: 
1. DESTROY ALLOY TO HEAPSORT UNIQUE ~ ON DSG:D 
2. 
The records of table ALLOY are physically sorted into decsending 
DSG order. ":D" stands for descending order. The default is ":A", 
which means ascending order unless it is specified. These 
specifications can be used only with HEAPSORT or CHEAPSORT, 
and ·UNIQUE cannot be used with HEAP, HEAPSORT, CHEAP and 
CHEAPSORT. 
MODIFY ALLOY TO BTREE UNIQUE 
ON DSG e 
Table ALLOY is sorted by DSG and a Binary-Tree is built on that 
field. In table Alloy, there shouldn't be any two records with the 
same DSG value, otherwise the MODIJt,Y statement will fail. 
3. MODIFY ALLOY TO CRASH 
. UNIQUE ON DSG 
Table Alloy is reorganized into a hash-addressed structure, 
compressed with hash access by values of the composite field (DSG). 
MODIFY operation removes · duplicate records from the table in all cases 
· whether UNIQUE is specified or not, except for HEAP and CHEAP. 
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4.~ Data Manipulation: Retrieval Operations 
The following __ btements are the Quel "Data Manipulation Language" 
(DML) statements: 
. RETRIEVE 
REPLACE 
DELETE 
APPEND 
RETRIEVE 
The format of the RETRIEVE statement is the following: 
RETRIEVE [UNIQUE] (target-list) 
[WHERE predicate] 
[SORT BY field(s)] 
and the form of target-list is: 
[unqualif~name - ] • expression 
If the user doesn't use UNIQUE keyword, The duplicates from the results 
of RETRIEVE ststement wouldn't be eliminated. 
The target-list can consist of field names, constants, o ( +, -, /, par an thesis) 
and etc. operators, exponantation, string concatenation, scalar built-in functions 
such as SIN, COS, SQRT, INTERVAL and also aggregate operators such as · 
SUM, A VG and so on. 
'"fhe condition or predicate which follows WHERE statement, can have the 
comparison operators such as ==, >, <, >==, and so on; the Boolean operators 
AND, OR, NOT and _ parenthesis can be used to show the· chosen order of 
evaluation. 
For example. to get the alloy's .DSG number and Yield Strength value for alloys 
with tensile strength greater .. than 50 and with the formability in scale of 
, 
"B" ,following command can be used: 
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RETR:IBVE (ALLOY.DSG, ALLOY.YIELD) 
WBERI ALLOY. TBNSILB > 50 ._ __ r.--~- ... 
AND ALLOY. FORlt:. )= "B" 
All references to fields in the database (in the target list , and in the WHERE 
clause) should be appropriately satisfied. The result table of this example is: 
------- -------
DSG YIELD 
------- -------
G10180 40 
G10200 43 
I 
The user can have the result table in any order he/she wants by using 
SORT BY command. With this command, it is also possible to sort the result 
table even if the column doesn't have a name. 
For example to get the information alloy's DSG, an explanation and the tensile 
strength value under another column name (say TENS), and then to sort the 
table depending on the Tensile Strength values, do the following: 
RETRIEVE (ALLOY.DSG, 
EXPLANATION= "Tensile Strength", 
TENS= ALLOY.TENSILE) 
SORT BY TENS, DSG:D 
The result comes out like this: 
-- -- -- - --· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ---
DSG I EXPLANATION I TENS 
-------------------------------
Gl0080I Tensile Strength I 46 
G10180I Tensile Strength I 66 
G10200I Tensile Strength I 67 
G10300l Tensile Strength I 87 
G10400l Tensile Strength I 76 
G10300l Tensile Strength I 116 
The user can save the result in another table by using INTO command; 
RETRIEVE.INTO tabie-name-to-be-saved-into 
, (target-list) 
[WHERE predicate] 
[SORT BY field(s)] 
So in this .way, a new table will be created which has a specific name and 
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target-list given by the user, then the result is put and saved in that table. 
For example, to get the alloys DSG number and yield strength value for alloys 
with tensile strength greater than 50 and with the formability in scale of "B", 
and then to save the result in ta.hie HOLD, we' can use the following command: 
RETRIEVE INTO HOLD 
(ALLOY.DSG, ALLOY.YIELD) 
WHERE ALLOY.TENSILE> 50 
AND ALLOY.FORM= "B 8 
• 
After the execution of this statement, a new table HOLD is created with 
columns DSG and PROCCOST, and the result is saved in that table, but the 
user must be sure that table HOLD doesn't exist before the execution of this 
statement: 
HOLD DSG I YIELD 
G10180I 40 
G10200I 43 
Relational system has an important feature that is the capability of 
"joining" two or more tables. This is the most distinguishing feature of 
relational systems from nonrelational systems. By using some special can manage i 
to have a partially match retrieval of a character string. 
• Using "?" allows to match any single character. 
• Using "*" allows to match any sequence of zero or more characters 
• Using t)ie string "[abc]" allows to any character in "abc" which .is a 
set of characters. 
Such as 
RETRIEVE (target-list) 
WHERE table-na.me. field-name [predicate] 
For example, to get all possible alloys whose DSG number begi~s with the 
letter G.: 
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RETRIEVE (ALLOY.ALL) 
WHERE ALLOY.DSG= "G•" 
The result is: 
-------------------------------
DSG I YIELD I TENSILE I FORM 
-------------------------------
Gl0300I 90 I 118 X 
Gl0180I 40 I 68 B 
Gl0300f 60 I 67 D 
Gl0080I 33 I 46 A 
Gl0200I 43 I 67 B 
Gl0400I 61 I 75 D 
Conceptually "join" operation works this way: 
First forms the Cartesian product of the tables listed above as the name-
of-the-table after the WHERE statement. The Cartesian product of a set of n 
tables is also another table which is formed with all possible rows r. "r" refers 
to the conatenation of a row from the second table, . . . , and a row from the 
nth table. Then all those rows in this Cartesian product which doesn't satisfy 
the join predicate are eliminated. The rows which are left after this operation is 
the result of "join". 
For example, to get all combinations of Alloy and Property information 
for each alloy whose DSG number in table ALLOY is equal to the DSG 
number in table PROPERTY we'll use the following statement. This is an 
example of joining two different tables: 
RETRmVE (ALLOY.ALL, PROPERTY.ALL) 
WHERE ALLOY.DSG= PROPERTY.DSG 
and the result of this statement is: 
--------------------------------~-~-~-------------------;, 
DSG I YIELD I TENSILE I FORM I DSG I HARDNESS I ELONG ___________ ._ ____________________________________________ 
c, G1oaoo1 90 I 116 I X fG1oaoo1 401.0 BB I 19.0 G10180f 40 I 66 I B IG101so1 95.0 RB I 37.0 G10300f 50 I 87 I D IG10300I 128.0 BB I 31.0 
' GlOOSOI 33 I 45 I A fG1ooso1 52.0 RB I 40.0 
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QUEL has a statement called •RANGE which helps also for joining a t~ble 
with itself. With this statement the user can create range variables, each 
ranging over a specific table, and the rest of the of RETRIEVE process is same 
except using the range-variables-names instead of table-names. Such· as, 
RANGE OF range-variable-name IS table-name 
RETRIEVE (target-list) 
[WHERE predicate] 
Let's look at this example: 
-· 
RANGE OF FIRST IS ALLOY 
RANGE OF SECOND IS ALLOY 
RETRIEVE (FIRST.DSG, SECOND.DSG) 
~ WHERE FIRST.FORM= SECOND.FORM 
AND FIRST.DSG< SECOND.DSG 
FIRST and SECOND are range variables, each ranging over table ALLOY. If 
their formability values are equal to each other, and if one's DSG number is 
smaller than the other one's, then the result of the above example lists ttheir 
DSG numbers. The result is: 
------ ------
DSG DSG 
------ ------
G10180 G10200 
G10300 G10400 
Aggregates and Aggregate Functions 
QUEL has some built-in functions such as COUNT, SUM, etc. which 
works on the collection of values in any column of any table, and they are 
called "aggregates". The list of aggregates is COUNT, SUM, AVG, MAX, MIN; 
COUNTU, SUMU, AVGU, where U means unique .. 
~ 
The general form of an aggregate is the following: 
aggregate (expression [WHERE predicate] ) 
• 
Aggregates result is .always a single scalar value therefore they are allowed 
to be in the target-list or instead of a constant in the WHERE clause. 
u 
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Let's look at some examples using aggregates: 
1. To get the total number of alloys in the table, we can use the 
aggregate COUNT: 
RETRIEVE (X = COUNT (ALLOY.DSG)) 
Here, X is a name which must be provided for the result of this 
aggregate, and the result is: 
6 
2. To get the average tensile value of the alloy whose DSG is G 10300, 
we can use aggregate A VG: 
RETRIEVE (Z = AVG (ALLOY.TENSILE 
WHERE ALLOY.DSG= G10300)) 
The result is: 
Ql.6 
If any aggregate operator has a BY clause, it is called Aggregate Function. 
The result value of an aggregate function is a single scalar value and also a set 
of values which individually distinct for that defined field in the BY clause. 
Here is an example for an aggregate function: 
For each· .alloy selected, get the alloy's DSG and the average elongation 
value. 
RETRIEVE (PROPERTY.DSG, 
X = AVG .(PROPERTY.ELONG BY PROPERTY.DSG)) 
An aggregate function is evaluated in the following ways: 
I 
1. At first, the aggregate function will be evaluated to create a result 
table. For the above example, let's call this result table as TEMP. 
This table will have two columns; One of them is "agg" which gives 
the aggregated values, the other one is "by" which gives the related 
·values of the field. 
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---- -----
TEMP by agg 
----
-----
GlOOSOI 40.0 
GlOlSOI 37.0 
G10300I 26.0 
2. Secondly, the original query will be changed in the following order: 
RETRIEVE UNIQUE (PROPERTY.DSG, 
X = TEVP.agg) 
WHERE PROPERTY.DSG= TEMP.by 
a. If there is not any UNIQUE command, a UNIQUE statement 
will be added. 
b. Instead of the aggregate function which is in the target-list, a 
reference to the "aggregate values" which are the values in 
column "agg", will be used. 
c. A WHERE clause will be inserted to the query to have a 
"join" process between the "by-value" which are the values in 
column "by", and the BY field defined in the original query. 
Then this modified query will be evaluated to get the desired result: 
------------
DSG I X 
------------
GlOOSOI 40.0 
GlOlSOI 37.0 
G10300I 26.0 
4.4 Data Manipulation: Update Operations 
The following are the three update operations: REPLACE, DELETE, and 
APPEND. 
REPLACE 
I 
The form of REPLACE statement is: 
REPLACE range-variable (target-list)' 
[WHERE predicate] 
The records in that range-variable which satisfies the predicate, will be replaced 
with the new information specified in target list. In the following example, the 
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tensile strength value of the alloy is incremented by 5, and the formability 
value is changed to x· (unknown value), when the alloys DSG number is equal 
., 
to "G 10400": 
REPLACE ALLOY {TENSILE= ALLOY.TENSILE+ 6, 
FORM = "X") 
WHERE ALLOY.DSG= "G10400 11 
After the execution of the above statement, the following changed (new) values 
are replaced into the table ALLOY: 
----------------------------
DSG I YIELD I TENSILE I FORM 
----------------T------------
G10400I 61 80 X 
DELETE 
The form of DELETE statement is: 
DELETE range-variable 
[WHERE predicate] 
All the records in that range-variable will be deleted when the predicate is 
satisfied. 
For example, to delete the alloy whose DSG number is "G10080", do the 
following: 
DELETE ALLOY 
WHERE ALLOY.DSG= "G10080" 
By this statement, the following is removed from the table ALLOY: 
-------------------------------
DSG I YIELD I TENSILE I FORK 
-------------------------------
G10080I 33 46 A 
and to delete all the alloys whose formability values are not known (" X" ), the 
following statement can be used: 
DELETE ALLOY 
WHERE ALLOY.FORM= •x• 
After the execution of this statement, the following part will be removed from 
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the table ALLOY:· 
• ,,. 
------------------------------
DSG I YIELD ITENSILE I FORM 
------------------------------
Gl0300I 90 
APPEND 
116 X 
. 
The form of APPEND statement is: 
APPEND TO table (target-list) 
[WHERE predicate] 
.. 
• 
With this command a new part record is created and inserted into the table 
specified. 
For example, to add a new alloy and its values to the ALLOY table, do the 
following: 
APPEND TO ALLOY 
(DSG= 11 G10460 11 , 
YIELD= 62, 
TENSILE= 86, 
FORM = "E") 
Now, the table looks like this: 
-------------------------------
DSG I YIELD I TENSILE I FORM 
-------------------------------
G10300I 90 I 116 I X 
G10180I 40 I 66 I B 
G10300I 60 I 67 -1 D 
G10080I 33 I 46 I A 
G10200I · 43 I 67 I B 
G10400I 61 I 76 I D 
G10460I 62 I 86 I E 
4.5 Views 
The general form of a view is the following: 
DEFINE VIEW view-name (target-list) 
[WHERE predicate] 
The names for the fields of a view should be defined explicitly. For example: 
,I 
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DEFINE VIEW NEW 
(DSG= ALLOY.DSG, 
YIELD= ALLOY.YIELD, 
TENSILE= ALLOY.TENSILE, 
FORM= ALLOY.FORM) 
WHERE ALLOY.TENSILE> 80 
• 
Now, a new table "NEW" is created as a view of the base table ALLOY: 
NEW 
DSG I YIELD I TENSILE I FORM 
G10300l 90 
G10300l 60 
G10400I 61 
116 
87 
76 
X 
D 
D 
Then all the RETRIEVE operations can be applied to a view. 
The general format is: 
RANGE OF range-variable IS 
RETRIEVE (target-list) 
[WHERE predicate] 
• view-name 
As an example, to get all the information from the view NEW for the alloy 
which has an unknown formability value, do the following: 
RANGE OF LS IS NEW 
RETRIEVE (LS.ALL) 
WHERE LS.FORM= "X" 
During the execution of this statement, the st~tement is actually converted into 
an equivalent retrieval process on the underlying base table. The converted form 
of the above example is: 
RANGE oJ LS IS ALLOY 
RETRIEVE (DSG = LS. DSG', 
YIELD= LS.YIELD, 
TENSILE= LS.TENSILE, 
FORM= LS.FORM) 
WHERE LS.FORM= "X" 
AND LS.TENSILE> 60 
' .. J 
The execution of this converted form is as same as mentioned before in 
Retrieval Operations section, and the result looks like the following: 
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___________________ ._ __________ _ 
DSG I YIELD I TENSILE I FORM_ 
---------------------------.----
G10309I 90 116 X 
And also all the UPDATE operations can be applied to a view in the 
same manner, such as: 
RANGE OF range-variable IS view-name 
REPLACE range-variable (target-list) 
[WHERE predicate] 
For example, to change the formability value to "B" in the view NEW whose 
yield strength value is smaller than 55, the following statement can be used: 
RANGE OF LS IS NEW 
REPLACE LS (FORM - "B") 
WHERE LS.YIELD< 66 
As similar to the Retrieval Operations, the Update Operations are also 
converted into an equivalent update process on the underlying base table. This 
is called "query modification", and the converted form looks like this for the 
above example: 
RANGE OF LS IS ALLOY 
REPLACE LS (FORM= "B 9 ) 
WHERE LS.YIELD< 66 
AND LS.TENSILE> 60 
The execution of this converted form is as same as mentioned before in the 
Update Operations section,and the result is ithe following: 
------------------------------
DSG I YIELD I TENSILE I FORM 
------------------------------
G10300I 90 
G10300I 60 
G10400I 61 
116 
67 
76 
X 
B 
B 
The user can remove a view by using a DESTROY statement with tqe 
foil owing format: 
DESTROY • view-name 
For example, to destroy the • view 
\ 
" 
NEW which has been created, do the 
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following: 
DESTROY NEW 
After the execution of this statement, no view with the name NEW exists. 
" 
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Chapter. 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
' 
--~ 
The project. of Semi-Conductor Research Corporation given to Lehigh 
University and called "Expert Systems in Packaging", required the formation of 
a database for materials such as metals, plastics, ceramics and polymers since 
these materials have been widely used in chip and package applications. It has 
been decided that. this database should be formed by specific machine-readable 
, 
and numerical databases for the mentioned materials, to allow calculations in 
the expert system. Until now, only Metal Selector for metals and Plaspec for 
plastics have chosen since they have satisfied these requirements. When a 
database for ceramics or polymers is created, they should be added to the 
database of this expert system to have more alternatives in the selection of 
materials. 
The • main relational data model is constructed based on QUEL which 
contains a Data Definition Language (DDL) and a Data Manipulation Language 
(D:t\tf.L). This data model will be used to retrieve and update the information 
from the database of the expert sytem. 
The example for the manipulation. of metals data by using the CAD/CAM 
process to create 3D eutectic phase diagrams is a proof that the CAD/CAM 
process can be used in this project to create 3D package designs and also 
through the process, the data provided by Metal Selector and Plaspec can be 
used too. 
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